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Centre for Micro Analysis of Materials (CMAM)

Standard IBA techniques
Microbeam IBA, external ion microbeam IBA
TOF depth profiling, ion implantation
fs laser/ion beam processing of materials
Nuclear Physics 
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Two sources: a plasmatron (HVE-358) source 
for gaseous substances and a negative
sputtering (HVE-860C) source for (almost) any 
element from solid targets.

HVee tandem
5 MV maximum terminal voltaje
Cockroft-Walton acceleration

The CMAM tandetron
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The CMAM tandetron

Maximum of (Z+1) x 5 MeV beams, minimum energy below 300 keV with decent ripple. 
Terminal voltage was originally calibrated using 11 different nuclear reactions. Recalibration was required after 
replacement of faulty diodes (2013), about 0.3% deviation found.
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Future upgrades

Beam pulsing via chopper and buncher

Pulsed beam installation and commissioning foreseen within window APR-
JUN 2024

Technical meeting held between to prepare the commissioning of the
pulsed beam.

Proposal for commissioning with alpha beams before April 2024, for
execution soon after installation

First experiments July 2024
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Development of the experimental setup
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(α,n) reactions

Interest of (α,n) reactions:
• nuclear technologies
• dark matter searches
• neutrino physics
• nuclear astrophysics

Experimental (α,n) cross sections exist in literature, but…
• cross section data available in the EXFOR database show large 

discrepancies, not compatible with the declared uncertainties.
• spectroscopic information is available only for a limited number of 

isotopes.
• Libraries: JENDL-AN-2005 and the TENDL series show important 

differences
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(α,n) reactions in astrophysics

Nuclear astrophysics
· sources of neutrons for the slow neutron-capture process
· radionuclide production by energetic solar particles
· nucleosynthesis of light r-process nuclei in n-driven winds
· optical potentials 

The origin of heavy elements in the solar system

Abundance peaks: n capture along valley 
of stability à s-process
• slow neutron captures
• 50% of the isotopes above Fe

A=140
A=208

A=85

[Rolfs & Rodney] 

[Pagel, Fig 6.8]
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Weak r-process
· light neutron-rich nuclei
Impact of (α, n) reactions on weak r-process
in neutrino-driven winds
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Abstract
After a successful core-collapse supernova, a neutrino-driven wind develops
where it is possible to synthesize lighter heavy elements (30<Z<45). In the
early galaxy, the origin of these elements is associated with the r-process and
to an additional process. Here we assume that the additional process corre-
sponds to the weak r-process (sometimes referred to as alpha-process) taking
place in neutrino-driven winds. Based on a trajectory obtained from hydro-
dynamical simulations we study the astrophysics and nuclear physics uncer-
tainties of a weak r-process with our main focus on the (α, n) reactions. These
reactions are critical to redistribute the matter and allow it to move from light
to heavy elements after nuclear statistical equilibrium freezes out. In this first
sensitivity study, we vary all (α, n) reactions by given constant factors which
are justified based on the uncertainties of the statistical model and its nuclear
physics input, mainly alpha optical potentials for weak r-process conditions.
Our results show that (α, n) rate uncertainties are indeed crucial to predict
abundances. Therefore, further studies will follow to identify individual cri-
tical reactions. Since the nucleosynthesis path is close to stability, these
reactions can be measured in the near future. Since much of the other nuclear
data for the weak r-process are known, the reduction in nuclear physics
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different: in the weak r-process the neutron-to-seed ratio is very small, Yn/Yseed10−2,
compared to the r-process Yn/Yseed>100. This results in an evolution close to or even along
stability for the weak r-process and thus much longer beta decays of the nuclei involved. This
is a critical point since beta decays are much slower than the expansion time scale and
therefore cannot be the main mechanism to move matter towards higher Z, as in the r-process.

For completeness, we summarize the nucleosynthesis evolution of the weak r-process
using a trajectory obtained from spherically symmetric hydrodynamic simulations of neu-
trino-driven winds [42]. We choose the trajectory ejected 9 s after bounce and an electron

Figure 1. The arrows show the flow of the different reactions. The colors and sizes of
the arrows are proportional to the flows. The abundances are shown by different colors
and stable nuclei are indicated by black dots.
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not full consistent with the simulations (for a sensitivity study to entropy and expansion time
scale see e.g., [25, 30, 45]).

The elemental abundances resulting from variations of the initial Ye are shown in figure 3.
In neutron-rich winds (0.4Ye0.5), a weak r-process [2] can produce the lighter heavy
elements, including Sr, Y, and Zr up to (possibly) Ag [3, 30, 46, 47]. When the electron
fraction decreases and the path moves farther away from stability, the general trend is that
heavier nuclei are reached. Moreover, variations of the nucleosynthesis evolution (i.e., dif-
ferent Ye) lead to different patterns [30]. It is interesting to understand the different patterns
for Sr, Y, and Zr since these variations are also observed in the elemental abundance of old
stars [20, 48–50]. In our calculations Sr, Y, and Zr show three typical patterns (see figure 3):

(i) Y(Sr)<Y(Y)<Y(Zr),
(ii) Y(Sr)Y(Zr) and Y(Sr)>Y(Y),
(iii) Y(Sr)>Y(Y)>Y(Zr).

The third case occurs when the electron fraction is close to 0.5, then the path moves along
stability and Sr, Y, and Zr are the tail of the abundances. For lower Ye, the abundances reach
heavier elements and this explains the trend of Y(Sr)Y(Zr).

Figure 4. Theoretical 69Ga(α, n) 72As, 84Se(α, n) 87Kr, 94Sr(α, n) 97Zr, and 100Mo(α, n)
103Ru reaction rates using the alpha optical potentials: global alpha optical potential
(GAOP) [36, 53], phenomenological fit of McFadden and Sachtler (MS) [54], three
different versions of the model of Demetriou-Grama-Goriely (DGG1-3) [36, 55] (the
other nuclear inputs are determined from the default set of sources given in [33], with
the exception of masses, which were taken from [56] if available, or from the FRDM
mass model [57] otherwise). The reaction rates are normalized to the ones calculated
with the GAOP model.

J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. 44 (2017) 054003 J Bliss et al
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Theoretical x-sections
Optical potentials

Impact of (α,n) reaction rate 
uncertainties on the abundances 
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Figure 3. Preliminary 100Mo(α,n)103Ru thick target yield results compared to
theoretical predictions calculated using the Talys 1.8 code (red line), Non Smoker
code (blue dashed line) and a simple transmission model calculation (green dotted
line).

3. Outlook

The detailed analysis of the 100Mo(α,n)103Ru reaction is in progress. The preliminary

thick target yield results and their comparison to theoretical predictions using the default

inputs of the Talys 1.8 [14] and Non Smoker [15] codes and the prediction of the barrier

transmission model calculation [16] — further details see also P. Mohr et al. in these

proceedings — are presented in Figure 3. Several points were measured in the Gamow-

window (gray area). From the thick target yields, cross sections will be derived and

compared to previous experimental data sets and theoretical predictions using different

α-nucleus OMPs. Furthermore, a few more data points will be measured at lower

energies.
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Activation cross section measurement of the
100Mo(α,n)103Ru reaction for optical potential studies
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Abstract.

The light neutron-rich nuclei can be synthesized via (α,n) reactions in the so-called
weak r-process. The abundances of these species are derived using reaction network
calculations. Such a simulation has astrophysical and nuclear physics inputs, one of
the most uncertain parameter is the α-nucleus optical potential. (α,n) cross section
measurements can be used to evaluate α-optical potentials. For this purpose, the
activation cross section measurement of the 100Mo(α,n)103Ru reaction is in progress
at Atomki.

Keywords: nuclear astrophysics, activation method, weak r-process

1. Introduction

The synthesis of the heavy elements beyond iron is dominantly driven by neutron-

capture reactions [1, 2]. However, the neutron-rich nuclei between 56Fe and 109Ag can

be also synthesized in a neutrino-driven wind following the birth or merge of neutron

stars in the weak r-process [3, 4]. This process runs close to the valley of stability and

charged particle induced reactions — such as (α,xn), (α,γ), (p,xn) and (p,γ) — play

important role in the production of light r-nuclei [5, 6, 7].

A widespread method to model this process is the use of reaction network

calculations containing a few thousand reactions on almost a thousand, mainly

radioactive nuclei. The network relies on astrophysical inputs — such as the temperature

of the astrophysical site, the timescale of the process, the initial isotopic abundances etc.

— and nuclear physics inputs like the reaction rates. Due to the lack of experimental

data, the cross sections required to compute the reaction rates are calculated using the

Hauser-Feshbach model (HF). The most uncertain input parameter of the HF model

is the α-nucleus optical model potential (OMP). In many particular cases, the use of

different α-OMPs can cause an order of magnitude difference in the predicted cross

Measurements by
activation
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Cross sections of α-induced reactions for targets with masses
A ≈ 20–50 at low energies
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Abstract. A simple reduction scheme using so-called reduced energies Ered and reduced cross sections σred

allows the comparison of heavy-ion–induced reaction cross sections for a broad range of masses of projectile
and target and over a wide energy range. A global behavior has been found for strongly bound projectiles
whereas much larger reduced cross sections have been observed for weakly bound and halo projectiles. It
has been shown that this simple reduction scheme works also well for α-particle–induced reactions on heavy
target nuclei, but very recently significant deviations have been seen for α + 33S and α + 23Na. Motivated
by these unexpected discrepancies, the present study analyses α-induced reaction cross sections for targets
with masses A ≈ 20–50. The study shows that the experimental data for α-induced reactions on nuclei
with A ≈ 20–50 deviate slightly from the global behavior of reduced cross sections. However, in general
the deviations evolve smoothly towards lower masses. The only significant outliers are the recent data for
33S and 23Na which are far above the general systematics, and some very old data may indicate that 36Ar
and 40Ar are below the general trend. As expected, also the doubly magic 40Ca nucleus lies slightly below
the results for its neighboring nuclei. Overall, the experimental data are nicely reproduced by a statistical
model calculation utilizing the simple α-nucleus potential by McFadden and Satchler. Simultaneously with
the deviation of reduced cross sections σred from the general behavior, the outliers 23Na, 33S, 36Ar, and
40Ar also show significant disagreement between experiment and statistical model calculation.

1 Introduction

The cross sections of α-induced reactions play an impor-
tant role in nuclear astrophysics. Stellar evolution and
nucleosynthesis depend on the Maxwellian-averaged cross
sections or reaction rates NA〈σv〉. Some prominent exam-
ples in the mass range under study are the 18Ne(α, p)21Na
reaction which is important for the break-out from hot
CNO-cycles to the so-called rapid proton capture process
(rp-process) [1,2], the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reaction which is
an important neutron source in the slow neutron cap-
ture process (s-process) [3–5], the 23Na(α, p)26Mg reac-
tion which affects the production of galactic 26Al [6], and
the 40Ca(α, γ)44Ti and 44Ti(α, p)47V reactions which gov-
ern the production and destruction of the tracer radionu-
clide 44Ti in core-collapse supernovae [7,8]. Beyond stel-
lar evolution and nucleosynthesis, α-induced reactions are
also relevant for radionuclide production by energetic so-
lar particles. It has been shown recently that α-induced
reactions may significantly contribute to the production of

a e-mail: WidmaierMohr@t-online.de;
mohr@atomki.mta.hu

positron emitters [9], and the abundance of the radionu-
clide 36Cl may even be dominated by this scenario instead
of stellar nucleosynthesis [10].

In addition to the astrophysical motivation, α-induced
reactions can also be used for analytical purposes. The
thin-layer activation analysis technique has been sug-
gested for the measurement of vanadium and chromium
contents by (α,X) reactions on natV and natCr [11,12].
The concentration of sulfur which is an important ele-
ment for material deterioration can be measured using the
32S(α, p)35Cl reaction [13]. At slightly higher energies α-
induced reactions are used for the production of important
tracer elements. For biological and medical studies 43K can
be produced by 40Ar(α, p)43K [14], and 30P can be made
from 27Al(α, n)30P [15]. The behavior of aluminum in bio-
and eco-systems can be traced by 29Al which is produced
by the 26Mg(α, p)29Al reaction [16].

For heavy nuclei it has been found that the total re-
action cross section σreac follows a general trend in the
mass range around A ≈ 90–150 [17,18]. This trend be-
comes nicely visible when so-called reduced cross sections
σred are plotted versus the reduced energy Ered as sug-
gested by [19]. However, very recently huge discrepancies

Eur. Phys. J. A (2015) 51: 56 Page 15 of 40

are almost equal, the total (α, p) cross section should be
about a factor of 2 higher than the two individual cross
sections. However, this sum is slightly higher than the re-
sult of Buckby et al. [78].

At energies below about Eα ≈ 4MeV, the (α, p)
cross section approaches its threshold (Q = −2.34MeV),
and thus the cross section is further suppressed by the
Coulomb barrier in the exit channel. As a consequence,
the (α, γ) cross section exceeds the (α, p) cross section. Ex-
perimental data for the 42Ca(α, γ)46Ti cross section have
also been measured by Mitchell et al. [79] by summing the
intensities of the γ-rays to the ground state and the γ-ray
from the first excited 2+ state to the 0+ ground state in
46Ti.

The total reaction cross section σreac and the reduced
cross section σred for 42Ca are essentially given by the
(α, γ) cross section at very low energies, by the (α, p) cross
section between about 5 and 6.5MeV, and the sum of
(α, p) and (α, n) cross sections at energies above the neu-
tron threshold. The individual (α, n), (α, p), and (α, γ)
cross sections are shown as reduced cross sections σred in
fig. 19. Similar to most nuclei under study in this work,
the σred data for 42Ca do not show a peculiar behavior.

4.11 40Ca

Similar to the semi-magic 42Ca, the doubly magic 40Ca nu-
cleus is also characterized by strongly negative Q-values
for the (α, p) (−3.52MeV) and the (α, n) (−11.17MeV)
reactions. As both residual nuclei of the (α, p) and (α, n)
reaction are unstable, and 43Ti has a very short half-life
of less than 1 second, the activation technique can be ap-
plied to measure the sum of the (α, p) and (α, n) cross
sections by detection of the induced 43Sc activity. Anni-
hilation spectroscopy was used by Howard et al. [70] for
this purpose. The result is shown in fig. 20. The agreement
with the StM calculation is excellent for lower energies. At
higher energies the experimental data are slightly under-
estimated. As the StM calculation shows, the (α, n) cross
section is practically negligible for 40Ca.

Again similar to 42Ca, at very low energies close above
the (α, p) threshold, the (α, p) reaction is further sup-
pressed by the Coulomb barrier in the exit channel, and
consequently the total reaction cross section is signifi-
cantly affected by the (α, γ) cross section. However, av-
erage cross sections for the 40Ca(α, γ)44Ti reaction are
very rare in literature, and the focus of recent (α, γ) ex-
periments was the astrophysically very important reso-
nance triplet around 4.5MeV and the properties of reso-
nances [80–86]. The thick-target data point of Nassar et
al. [82] leads to an average cross section of 8.0±1.1µb for
the broad energy range from about 2.1 to 4.2MeV in the
center-of-mass system. Using the calculated average en-
ergy dependence of the (α, γ) cross section, the effective
energy is Ec.m. ≈ 3.45MeV. This data point is shown in
figs. 20 and 21.

As pointed out above, the total reaction cross section
σreac and the reduced cross section σred are well defined
by the (α, p) cross section over a wide energy range. The
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Fig. 20. Cross sections of the 40Ca(α, n)43Ti, 40Ca(α, p)43Sc,
and 40Ca(α, γ)44Ti reactions. The experimental data have been
taken from [70,82,50]. The additional dash-dotted line shows
the StM calculation for the (α, γ) reaction. Further discussion
see text.
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Fig. 21. Same as fig. 5, but for α-induced reactions on 40Ca.
The experimental data have been taken from [70,82]. Further
discussion see text.

reduced cross section for 40Ca is shown in fig. 21. At higher
energies above Ered ≈ 1MeV, the obtained σred is close to
the other nuclei in the A ≈ 20–50 mass range. However,
at lower energies below Ered ≈ 1MeV, the reduced cross
section σred for 40Ca is slightly lower than for neighboring
nuclei. This reflects the doubly magic nature of 40Ca.
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22Ne(a,n)25Mg

Jaegger et al., Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 87, 202501 
(2001)

Heil et al., Phys. Rev. C 78, 025803 (2008)

13C(a,n)16O
Er

CM = 150 keV to Er
CM = 230 keV

I (4He) ≈ 100 μA and 
n detection eff of η ≈ 50%2 counts/hour

0.5 counts/hour

Ex = 10.9 – 11.5 MeV
Sα=10.6 MeV
ER

CM = 537 keV
σ≈10-13 b

Countrate estimates at low E (go underground!)
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TALYS (TENDL) vs. 
evaluated data (JENDL-AN-
2005) show differences

Yields are relevant but the 
energy distribution of 
neutrons depends on cross-
section details

Angular correlation effects 
are (generally() assumed to 
be negligible. 
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a b s t r a c t

In ITER, alpha particle loss measurements remain difficult and further progress is needed. A number
of standard measurement methods have been proposed but techniques capable of operating in the
fusion reactor conditions need development. The charged particle activation method is a novel con-
cept demonstrated only recently on JET and its feasibility for performing measurements in ITER is being
investigated. This design study presents the first detailed activation calculations in order to derive the
diagnostic response and expected performance. The calculations were carried out using the activation
inventory code FISPACT-2007 and the EAF-2007 nuclear data libraries. The results indicate that ITER
Baseline requirements may be fulfilled and in situ measurements may be performed in an equatorial port
plug. The main constraints and parameters are described. Finally, research needs for further diagnostic
developments are outlined.

© 2011 EURATOM Belgian State Association LPP-ERM/KMS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction

Developing measurement techniques for fusion alpha particles
is crucial for the success of the burning plasma regime exploration
foreseen in ITER experiments [1]. Alpha particle loss measurements
in particular remain extremely difficult [2,3]. A number of standard
measurement methods [4–10] have been proposed but techniques
capable of operating in the fusion reactor conditions need further
developments. Direct charged particle detection in the fusion alpha
energy range (3.6 MeV) relies on two fundamental interaction pro-
cesses: (i) inelastic scattering on atomic electrons and (ii) nuclear
reactions. The performance and reliability of the standard measure-
ment techniques based on the former process are questionable as
the detectors will have to operate in the harsh ITER first wall envi-
ronment (neutron flux of 1014 cm−2 s−1 and plasma radiation of up
to 500 kW m−2). Shielding space is extremely limited due to particle
orbit constraints and detector saturation is likely to arise from the
intense background radiation. Detector background in the intense
neutron gamma n/! radiation field is mainly due to Compton elec-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +32 27426592; fax: +32 27352421.
E-mail address: g.bonheure@fz-juelich.de (G. Bonheure).

trons absorption which is weakly dependent on the detector and
shield cover material chosen.

Based on nuclear reactions, the charged particle activation
method is a novel concept recently tested on JET [11] and which
may offer a more robust solution for performing alpha particle
loss measurements in ITER. It is not perturbed by magnetic field
and temperature variations. Tokamak applications of the activa-
tion method are already well developed for neutron measurements
[12–16] and are planned for ITER [5,6].

The proposed system consists of (i) an activation probe (see
activation samples in Fig. 1) placed near the first wall, (ii) a trans-
fer system and (iii) one or several detectors (counting station) for
delayed activation counting located in a shielded area (e.g. in a port
plug). This study focuses on detailed activation calculations for the
front detector in order to derive the diagnostic response and the
expected performance. In Section 2, the model used for the simu-
lations is described. In Section 3, the response is calculated under
realistic conditions and results are presented.

2. Model

Activation is often measured as a pulse height distribution in
which the photon count C corresponding to the spectrum channel

0920-3796/$ – see front matter © 2011 EURATOM Belgian State Association LPP-ERM/KMS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.fusengdes.2011.03.007
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Abstract
Fusion product measurements planned for ITER are reviewed from the
viewpoint of alpha particle-related physics studies. Recent advances in fusion
plasma physics have extended the desirable measurement requirements to the
megahertz region for neutron emission rate, better resolution of neutron profiles
for the study of internal transport barriers (ITBs), etc. Employing threshold
counters and/or scintillation detectors confers megahertz capability on neutron
emission rate measurement. The changes in the neutron/alpha particle birth
profile due to the formation of ITB and its deviation from uniformity on the
magnetic flux surface can be measured by addition of eight viewing chords
in an equatorial port plug and seven viewing chords from the divertor to the
original radial neutron camera. On the other hand, it is still difficult to measure
the distributions of confined and escaping alpha particles. Several proposals to
resolve these difficulties are currently under investigation.
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Measurement of 27Al(a,ng)30P reaction yields

MOTIVATIONS

• Reference reaction: benchmarking

• Test new beamline at CMAM

• Develop and optimize new setup

• Crosscheck measurements:

direct neutrons*, gamma rays and activation 

* Neutron measurements with MINBELEN at CMAM described by Nil Mont et al. yesterday 
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13-AL-27(A,N)15-P-30
EXFOR database
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27Al(a,n)30P available data 
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GARY detection setup

Gamma-detector array
for Alpha-induced
Reaction Yield
measurements

LaBr3(Ce) based array

HPGe detectors

Monitoring neutron detectors
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Example calibration LaBr3(Ce) spectra
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Measurements

# Energy range from ~3-15 MeV.
# Online measurements and activation
# Decay measurement when possible13-AL-27(A,N)15-P-30

EXFOR database
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Gamma-ray identification at 15 MeV
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Activation measurements

# Activation measurements

• Using decay of 511 keV when possible
• Using total rate (activation + decay)
• Using activation time
HPGe seems to work fine
LaBr3(Ce) array 

Measurements available up to 14 MeV
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Preliminary total 27Al(α,n) yields from activation
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1973	keV 2997	&	3047	keV	

Prompt gamma-ray measurements
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Preliminary 27Al(α,nγ)30P thick-target yields

# Gamma yields
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Abstract. A simple reduction scheme using so-called reduced energies Ered and reduced cross sections σred

allows the comparison of heavy-ion–induced reaction cross sections for a broad range of masses of projectile
and target and over a wide energy range. A global behavior has been found for strongly bound projectiles
whereas much larger reduced cross sections have been observed for weakly bound and halo projectiles. It
has been shown that this simple reduction scheme works also well for α-particle–induced reactions on heavy
target nuclei, but very recently significant deviations have been seen for α + 33S and α + 23Na. Motivated
by these unexpected discrepancies, the present study analyses α-induced reaction cross sections for targets
with masses A ≈ 20–50. The study shows that the experimental data for α-induced reactions on nuclei
with A ≈ 20–50 deviate slightly from the global behavior of reduced cross sections. However, in general
the deviations evolve smoothly towards lower masses. The only significant outliers are the recent data for
33S and 23Na which are far above the general systematics, and some very old data may indicate that 36Ar
and 40Ar are below the general trend. As expected, also the doubly magic 40Ca nucleus lies slightly below
the results for its neighboring nuclei. Overall, the experimental data are nicely reproduced by a statistical
model calculation utilizing the simple α-nucleus potential by McFadden and Satchler. Simultaneously with
the deviation of reduced cross sections σred from the general behavior, the outliers 23Na, 33S, 36Ar, and
40Ar also show significant disagreement between experiment and statistical model calculation.

1 Introduction

The cross sections of α-induced reactions play an impor-
tant role in nuclear astrophysics. Stellar evolution and
nucleosynthesis depend on the Maxwellian-averaged cross
sections or reaction rates NA〈σv〉. Some prominent exam-
ples in the mass range under study are the 18Ne(α, p)21Na
reaction which is important for the break-out from hot
CNO-cycles to the so-called rapid proton capture process
(rp-process) [1,2], the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reaction which is
an important neutron source in the slow neutron cap-
ture process (s-process) [3–5], the 23Na(α, p)26Mg reac-
tion which affects the production of galactic 26Al [6], and
the 40Ca(α, γ)44Ti and 44Ti(α, p)47V reactions which gov-
ern the production and destruction of the tracer radionu-
clide 44Ti in core-collapse supernovae [7,8]. Beyond stel-
lar evolution and nucleosynthesis, α-induced reactions are
also relevant for radionuclide production by energetic so-
lar particles. It has been shown recently that α-induced
reactions may significantly contribute to the production of

a e-mail: WidmaierMohr@t-online.de;
mohr@atomki.mta.hu

positron emitters [9], and the abundance of the radionu-
clide 36Cl may even be dominated by this scenario instead
of stellar nucleosynthesis [10].

In addition to the astrophysical motivation, α-induced
reactions can also be used for analytical purposes. The
thin-layer activation analysis technique has been sug-
gested for the measurement of vanadium and chromium
contents by (α,X) reactions on natV and natCr [11,12].
The concentration of sulfur which is an important ele-
ment for material deterioration can be measured using the
32S(α, p)35Cl reaction [13]. At slightly higher energies α-
induced reactions are used for the production of important
tracer elements. For biological and medical studies 43K can
be produced by 40Ar(α, p)43K [14], and 30P can be made
from 27Al(α, n)30P [15]. The behavior of aluminum in bio-
and eco-systems can be traced by 29Al which is produced
by the 26Mg(α, p)29Al reaction [16].

For heavy nuclei it has been found that the total re-
action cross section σreac follows a general trend in the
mass range around A ≈ 90–150 [17,18]. This trend be-
comes nicely visible when so-called reduced cross sections
σred are plotted versus the reduced energy Ered as sug-
gested by [19]. However, very recently huge discrepancies
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From the study of the angular distributions in the C"(a,n)0' reaction, angular momentum assignments
have been obtained for thirteen states of the compound nucleus, 0'7. Some relative parity assignments»'ere
made on the basis of interference effects.

INTRODUCTION

'HE C"(o,ti)oi6 reaction is particularly suited for
an analysis of the differential reaction cross

section by means of the compound nucleus formalism.
For bombarding energies between 1 and 5 3Iev, no
competing reaction can take place other than radiative
capture and elastic scattering. Below 5 Mev neutrons
are emitted only to the 0+ ground state of 0", so that
the neutron channel spin is limited to the value 1/2.
The alpha-particle channel spin is also 1/2, since the
ground state of C" is 1/2 . Consequently a state of the
compound nucleus characterized by sharp total angular
momentum J and parity II can be formed by alpha
particles with only one value of orbital angular mo-
mentum / and can decay by neutron emission with only
one orbital angular momentum l'. The angular distri-
bution will then be of the form

o (ll) P, Z(lJlJ, 1/2v)Z(l'J/'J, 1/2v)P, (case),
where the factors Z in the coefficient of I'„depend only
on the indicated angular momentum quantum numbers
and channel spin. ' Since the parities of incoming and
outgoing channels are opposite, /' must be even if / is
odd, and ~lice ~versa. Since Z has the same value for
either of the two orbital angular momentum possi-
bilities (J&1/2), the angular distribution reduces to
the simple form

0.(8) Q„Z(/J/J, 1/2v) '-'P„(cos8)

The distribution is the same for either parity, so that
it is impossible to make a parity assignment at an
isolated resonance on the basis of angular distributions.
If more than one state of the compound nucleus is

involved in the reaction at a given energy, the angular
distribution will contain not only the sum of the
angular distributions for the states separately, each
multiplied by a weight factor dependent on the energy,
but it will also contain interference terms between pairs
of states of the form

TABLE I. Angular distributions for the C"(o.',n) reaction ~

f .one i'&on 11(1
state
angular

ni onl en t 11m Pp P.
Coefficient of

P.t Pp

1/2-'
3/2-~
5/2--
7/2"--
9(2=-

2
4
6

10

4
48/7 36/7
200/21 648/77 200/33
400/33 1620/143 320/33 980/143

Interfere»ce terms bet~veen states of sante parity

1(2—3/2
1/2—5/2
1(2—I /2
3(2—5/2
3/2-7/2

6

—12//
72(I

—72(7
40/7

C& iefhc tent ol
1';i Ps

Interference terms between states of different parity

interferin«pair. States of diferent parity will produce
odd I.egendre polynomial terms v hen interfering, while
states of the same parity will produce even ones. As a
result, relative parities of neighboring compound states
can sometimes be determined from angular distribu-
tions. The interference produces no I'0 terms, so that it
does not contribute to the total cross section. Table I
lists the coefficients of P, in Eq. (1) for possible J values
up to 9/2, and coefficients of P„ in interference terms
for a number of pairs of J values.
While Eq. (1) describes the angular dependence of

the yield from an isolated resonance, the total cross
section and the yield at any angle will be expected to
vary with energy in accordance with the Hreit-signer
resonance formula. This is tal. en into account if the
right-hand side of Eq. (1) is multiplied by a factor
o(E) proportiona. l to the Breit-Wigner expression for
the total cross section. If more than one compound
state contributes to the yield, the total cross section
will follow the sum of several single-level Hreit-signer
terms, provided the levels are separated by at least

Z (liJil~J2,1/2v)Z (li'Jil2' J2,1/2v)P„(coso),

where the two subscripts refer to the two states of the
* Supported in part by the U. S.Atomic Energy Cominission.
f Now at Argonne National Laboratory, Lemont, Illinois.
f Now at College of the Pacific, Stockton, California.
J. M. Blatt and T.. C. Biedenharn, Revs. Modern I'hys. 24,

258 (1952).

1/2—1/2

1/2-5/2
1/'2 —7/2
3/'2 —3(2
3/2-5/2
3/2—7/2
5(2-5/2

36/5

-18/35

—6
8—36/5
24/5—8/3—16/5

—40/3—100/7
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FrG. 1. Angular distributions of neutrons from the C"(n, n)0" reaction at various resonance energies. The lines indicate
the angular distributions e~pected from various spins of the coml)oun&I system ~without interference effects. Probalile errors
are of the same order of magnitude as the size nf the circles.

their level widths and that their spi»s or paritics are
different. - The differential cross section as a, fu»etio»
of angle and energy is then obtained by taking the
sum of the angular distributions given by Eq. (1) for
the states separately, each multiplied by a Brcit-signer
energy-dependent factor o(E), and aclcling . all inter-
ference terms multiplied by a factor

&2[a.i(E)02(E)]*'cos(p,—p.+pi—(.,+(~'—(.'),
where p—:tan '(F/2(E —Eo)], j ancl &' are thc phase
shifts of the ingoing and outgoing channel, and the
subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the pair of states producin«
the interferencc term.
Excitation curves for the C"'(n, ss)()"' reaction be-

tween 2- and 5-3Iev o.-particle energies have been
previously reported. " They are charact. erired by

'-' K. P. signer, Phys. kev. 70, 606 (1946).' R.. L. Heel-er and H. H. Barschall, Phys. P~ev. 102, 1388
(1956).' Bonner, Kraus, AIarion, an&I Schiffci. , Phys. Iicv. 102, ]348
(1956).

»umber of comparatively narrow resonances, especially
near the higher bombarding energies. Angular distribu-
tions were taken over this energy region in an attempt
to determine the spins and parities of the compound
states that correspond to the resonances shown.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The He+ beam of the I%ice Institute 4 an de C'raaff
accelerator was used to bombard 20-pg/cm"- carbon
ta, rgets, enriched in C" to 65%%uq. A modified long counter'
was used in the angular distribution measurements,
niounted on the arm of a turntable such that it sub-
tended an angle of 10' at the target. M, here hi«her
an«ular resolution was desired, a 1/4 in. &&1,'4 in.
anthracene crystal mounted on a photomultiplier tube
was used. The neutron energies were sufficiently inde-
pendent of the angle of observation that the response of
the modified long counter could be assumed to be Rat.
However, when the anthracene counter was used a
correction had to be apl&lied for the ener«y ~lependencc

Angular distributions
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Preliminary angular information

Sizeable differences as a function of angle
Work ongoing…

27Al(α,nγ)30P 

27Al(α,α‘γ)27Al 

Ebeam = 6.5 MeV 
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Summary and perspectives

# Commissioning of CMAM beamline and gamma detection setup
# We face issues with reproducibility of beam focussing, positioning, stability
# New target system with movable faces
# Current monitoring seems to be fine
# Bunching coming soon

# Re-measurement of 27Al(a,n)30P reaction by activation
- measurement during activation and decay consistent (online + decay)

# (alpha,n gamma) measurement
- gamma yields (thick target) 

# Dead time effect might be relevant at high energies

Analysis almost ready (Odette Alonso-Sañudo)
Paper being drafted
Instrumentation and methods should be described in a technical paper


